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Holy Names Heritage Center
Over a century and a half ago, a woman of uncommon foresight in
Quebec founded a religious order, dedicated to the education of
poor young women. In the culture of the mid-1800’s, this particular mission was as revolutionary as was the vision of Marie Rose
Durocher, foundress of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary (SNJM) in Longueuil Quebec, Canada. Only a decade later,
12 sisters from this flourishing community would embark upon a
mission to establish an outpost in Portland, a small community
located in the Oregon wilderness.

T he sister-house in Portland was founded on a like-minded charter,
also dedicated to education. Before long, the work had spread to
12 communities in the Pacific Northwest. In every school, mission,
or region where they served, the SNJM recorded a chronicle of the
times, the milestones, and the people they cared for. Composed of
over 147 years of documents and artifacts, these records provide
a fi rst-hand look at the past, through a prism chronicling both the
extraordinary and the mundane in the lives of these remarkable
people. As educators and advocates, the SNJM have always instinctively understood the importance of remembering the lessons from
the past when attempting to shape a better future. This communal
memory resides in the archives of the Sisters of the Holy Names
of Jesus and Mary.

T he Holy Names Heritage Center broke ground in July 2005 to house
the archives of the SNJM, containing invaluable historic records
accumulated over the span of a century and a half. The archives
will provide a center for research, and serve as a means for preserving the significant stories, recording the historical developments,
and documenting the far-reaching impacts of heritage as a social
force. The documents and artifacts housed by the Heritage Center
bear witness to the visible mark left by the countless contributions
of early founders, reminding visitors of the hard work furnished
by numerous individuals and families who collaborated in building the Pacific Northwest.

T he mission of the Heritage Center is to conserve the significant stories, historical developments, and societal impacts of the countless
contributions of the SNJM in developing Pacific Northwest communities, highlighting an abundance of diverse relationships with
all who collaborated in shaping the character of life in the Pacific
Northwest.
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Goals
Å To preserve a record of the experiences and lives which have
influenced the development of Pacific Northwest communities.
Å To reflect the legacy of families and religious communities
whose contributions produced a binding cultural force.
Å To archive the cultural, political, and economic achievements
of local families and individuals who have advanced community development throughout the region.
Å To display and interpret culturally and historically significant
documents and artifacts.
Å To educate visitors in methods for conducting accurate historical, cultural, genealogical, social, and anthropological
research.
Å To witness to the core values and mission of the Heritage
Center.
Å To remember the lessons of history that could shape a better
future, by imparting values that cultivate leadership and vision.

Values
Å Education, History, and Heritage: Past, present and future
impact of Heritage as a force shaping cultural development
over time.
Å Justice and Peace: Advocacy for basic human rights of the poor,
the disadvantaged, and issues affecting women and children.
Å Personal Growth: Integral to individual development and wellbeing. Focuses on promoting literacy in the arts, recognizing
the role of the sacred, supporting politically and socially
sustainable actions, acknowledging the roles of vocation, relationship, and dialogue in promoting peace, and passing on the
truths that endure.
Å Stewardship of the Earth: Advocacy for sustainable lifestyles,
advancing responsible business practices, and cultivating skillful dialogue as a means of building trust across
relationships.
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Heritage Center Three-Fold Structure
T he SNJM contracted with local Portland architectural firm, Robertson,
Merryman, Barnes Architects Inc. to design the Heritage Center facility, with the intent that it serve as a multipurpose meeting place within
the local community. The facility has 15,000 square-feet of space, featuring rooms that have been uniquely designed to provide a venue to
host events and group gatherings, research programs, and an assortment of displays. Multifunctional accommodations are available to the
public for presentations and rental purposes. The lobby features a welcome center for guests, and plans to highlight alternating displays to
communicate the mission and core values of the Heritage Center.
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Research: Permanent Archive Program

Archive Conservation: SNJM ~ Family History Project

T his facility provides permanent housing for both the SNJM and Family
History Project archives, allowing them to act as a resource tool for conserving the stories, historical developments, and social impact left by
the lives of early founders on the region. The documents record a joint
participation of local families with SNJM communities over the past 147
years, collaborating in the development of the Pacific Northwest.

Community Research
T he Heritage Center creates permanent housing for the archives to be
displayed and utilized by the general public. Visitors will be educated
in methods used for conducting accurate research in historical, cultural,
genealogical, cultural, and anthropological fields of study.
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Education: Project and Lecture Series

T he Heritage Center offers an invaluable opportunity to preserve and
store these historical records, enabling access by the wider community and offering a means to share the core mission and values of
the Heritage Center. As Heritage Center programs are conceived and
developed, the mission and values will guide their realization

Family History Project
T he Family History Project is the cornerstone of the Heritage Center,
showcasing families who have impacted the life, culture, development, and society of the Pacific Northwest. Additionally, the Family
History Project traces the many connections linking the SNJM with
families of the Pacific Northwest, dating back to Oregon’s early statehood. As the archive of families and stories included in the Family
History Project accumulates, it will reflect the historical relationships
and varied accomplishments of numerous families and individuals.
The Heritage Center furnishes a repository for these oral and written histories, housed in their own archival space. The diversity of
contributors who developed the Pacific Northwest displays a unified commitment and dedication among early settlers to the inherent
value of community.

One of the primary objectives of the Family History Project is to foster
collaborative research on Pacific Northwest families, and to create
a supportive atmosphere for interdisciplinary programs to incorporate research projects concerning family and culture. The Heritage
Center will offer the results of this research to the wider community,
in order to further understanding of the role played by families in
shaping communities. Pacific Northwest families, academics, and the
community at large will be encouraged to actively participate in the
Family History Project alongside the SNJM community. Additionally,
the Heritage Center offers working space for multi-disciplinary and
collaborative research projects, community meetings, conferences,
workshops, and family celebrations; all supported by a framework of
sophisticated technological capabilities, educational assistance, and
administrative support.

Lunch and Lecture Series
T he Lunch and Lecture Series is scheduled to launch in the fall of
2007. Four lectures are planned for the fi rst year, on relevant topics
which resonate with the Heritage Center mission. Applicable busi-
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ness leaders and community supporters will be invited to subsidize
the lecture series, with speakers who demonstrate proficiency in subject areas covered by each lecture.

Children’s Educational Series
T he Children’s History Series will begin with an outreach to the local
K-8 parish schools, through existing ties to the SNJM. As the series
expands, other private and public grade schools will be offered an
opportunity to participate. Development of appropriate material for
the high school level is still under consideration.
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Enterprise: Facility Rentals

T he Heritage Center is designed to operate as a local resource within
the community, offering space for public meetings, community events,
lectures, and family celebrations to take place. The seminar room
can accommodate up to 150 people, and is fully wired for sound,
conferences, and multimedia presentations. Additional information
concerning rental fees and the technological capacity of the facility
is available upon request.

Facility Rental Events
Å Family Celebrations
Å Lecture Series
Å Seminars / Retreats
Å Public Meetings
Å Educational or Business Conferences
Å Miscellaneous Events

Areas Requiring Further Research
Å Rental fee structure
Å Inventory of technological capacity
Å Complete survey of local facility rental competitors
Å Examine proposed rental revenue for effect on taxes and mission

7
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Heritage Center Internal Review
Primary Objective
To design an expansion plan for the Heritage Center focused on organic
development, scheduled to move at a sustainable pace within the scope
of viable organizational capacity, resources, staffi ng, and mission-centric goals.
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Analysis of Resources

Tangibles Resources
Financial resources
Å Overview of fi nancial condition
Å Provincial fi nancial support detail

Physical resources
Å Facility; building and furnishings
Å Archive; documents, relics, and artifacts

Technological resources
Å Archival systems and oral documentation equipment
Å Computer and AV presentation equipment
Å Internet archive systems and digital documentation equipment

Intangible Resources
Å Human Resources: Staff and Community
Å Mission Charter and Community Reputation
Å Network of Existing Relationships
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Analysis of Core Competencies

Archive Appraisal: Assessment of Historic Value
Brand Value Appraisal
Å Culture, Mission, and Values Appraisal
Å Credibility management; protect reputation and trust in community
Å Choose programs that correspond with mission and values

Appraisal of Networks and Relationships
Å Examine existing relationship network
Å ID potential donors: endowment-building efforts
Å ID potential sponsors: underwriters - events, programs, lectures

Appraisal of Capabilities
Å Complete analysis of service-based, non-profit model
Å Review internal research capacity; as per industry best practices
Å Research local competitors; archives, services, rental facilities
(Appendix II and III)
Å Audit internal research and educational services; relative to mission
Å Identify differentiation strengths; as per opportunities and risk
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Analysis of Value Chain

Fundamental Value Proposition
Å Each branch of the Heritage Center offers value to a specific target
group within the community.
Å Defi ne the specific requirements of each group for developing
appropriate targeting, services, and promotional efforts.
Å Customize to deliver value fitting needs and interests of each group
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Assessment of Mission Value
Å Identify target groups; 3 distinct branches of HNHC constituents
Å Conduct interviews to gather information from constituents
Å Identify collective aspirations of constituents, staff, and community
Å Defi ne correct program / positioning / promotion for each group
Å Research local competitors; archives, services, programs, and
rental facilities (appendix II and III)
Å Identify appeal for participation from each target group, relative to
specific interests and mission

Define Protocols to Deliver Value
Å Identify specific issues capable of engaging target groups
Å Determine protocols fostering open communication with groups
Å Clarify links connecting each group with specific programs
Å Collaborate with target groups to develop purposeful action-plans
Å Set clear boundaries between nonprofit and enterprise efforts

4

Nonprofit 501C3

Heritage Center 501C3 Status
Å Description of 501C3 qualifications and process
Å Status of Heritage Center 501C3 approval
Å Implications of 501C3 Status on Heritage Center planning

5

Heritage Center Financial Analysis

TDB; Pending information on current situation
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Heritage Center Planning Overview

P

hase I: Interim Operating Plan

Operational through HNHC grand opening: 06.24.07
Establish Heritage Center Visual Identity

Å Logo, letterhead, business cards
Å On-site signage
Å Alternating display exhibits
Å Promotional materials; direct mail communication
Å Website design

Design and implement HNHC online interface
Å Defi ne domain name
Å Determine functional role of website
Å Design website interface to meet present and future objectives
Å Integration of database; documents and artifacts
Å Defi ne protocols; digitizing online research archive
Å Online portal for facility rental: scheduling, reservations, fees
Å Secure online payment system
Å Online calendar; HNHC exhibits, events, and programs
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P

hase II: Two-Year Operating Plan

Funding Through Province until 06.2009

Goals: Fiscal Years 07.07 - 06.09
Å Phase in Heritage Center programs, events, rental efforts
Å Finalize 501C3 status
Å Initiate search for appropriate board member prospects
Å Extend invitations and schedule interviews; board prospects
Å Finalize Heritage Center Board; by FYE.2008
Å Initiate Family Research Project community outreach
Å Initiate search; donors / sponsors / corporate alliances
Å Research endowment; plans and implications, as per mission goals
Å Research local competitors; archives, services, programs, rental facilities
(appendix II and III)
Å Prioritize mission critical goals and differentiation plan, compared to
area competitors also seeking discretionary contribution funds
Å Coordinate HNHC exhibits; coincide with 150th anniversary 2009
Å Internally generate half of fi nancial operations budget; FYE 2009
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Heritage Center Expansion Plan
Nonprofit Management Trends
Several trends in the nonprofit sector have emerged over recent years,
affecting a variety of management decisions. These may range from
methods of funding a mission, to those which identify issues that matter most to local community members. In an era when corporations and
governments are perceived as vast impersonal entities, the non-profit
sector has a unique heritage in providing an environment capable of
fostering purposeful community action. The most crucial element in
operating a successful non-profit venture is trust.

In order to bridge the growing gap in funding, increasing numbers of
non-profits are embarking on ventures to generate income. The challenge for many non-profit leaders is to plan enterprise ventures with
strategic awareness modeled after leaders in traditional business sectors. The pace of change over the past decade has completely rewritten
the rules for how business is done; this reality also affects the rules for
operating in the non-profit sector.

A majority of smaller non-profits are genuinely rooted in their neighborhoods, and are thus capable of building upon communal bonds to
accomplish their missions. If a non-profits’ efforts are managed poorly,
the bond will be broken and both fi nancial and community support
will evaporate. If they are managed skillfully, a non-profits’ mission
efforts can activate an authentic sense of purpose and belonging for
community members, capable of motivating collaborative and transformational action.
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Heritage Center Growth Process
Primary Objective
How to design an expansion plan for the Heritage Center focused on organic
development, and scheduled to move at a sustainable pace within the scope
of viable organizational capacity, resources, staffi ng, and mission-centric
goals.

1

Establishing Sustainable Growth
Develop Operational Procedures

Å Defi ne operational framework
Å Determine priority goals and objectives
Å Outline procedures; scheduling regular progress-tracking
Å Gather and dissect progress-tracking information
Å Identify critical factors in resource allocation
Å Evaluate, revise, reiterate, repeat

2

Endowment Planning Process

Review Network of Existing Relationships
Å ID potential underwriters; events/programs as per sponsor profi le
Å ID potential alliances within local corporate network
Å ID potential joint ventures in cause-related marketing efforts
Å ID potential endowment donors

Initiate Endowment Building Process
Å Identify preliminary donor/sponsor prospects; SNJM network
Å Endowment research: capital structure and risk, best practices
Å Submit fi ndings to Heritage Center board
Å Work with board; defi ne action plan for endowment efforts
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Leading a Successful Endowment Campaign
Å Match endowment fund efforts to organizational growth capacity
Å Manage organization’s reputation in local market
Å Determine appropriate positioning for endowment prospects
Å Seek prospects; existing network of sponsors, donors, partners
Å Identify appeal; new local sponsors, donors, partners
Å Bond participants to mission; with an authentic collaborative role

3

Planning Enterprise Efforts

Å Appraisal of local market for facility-rentals
Å Mission-centric approach for identifying suitable rental prospects
Å Target promotion to appropriate prospects with discretion
Å Link rental efforts to other Heritage Center initiatives and programs
Å Conduct risk analysis; ID potential areas that undermine mission
Å Set appropriate policies for enterprise efforts

4

Planning Grant Applications

Å Research grant options available; local, government, topical
Å Identify best fit options
Å Research strategic fit, due dates, and applicable writing protocols
Å Prioritize and plan grant appeals six months in advance
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Conservation of Mission Charter
Identifying Opportunities and Threats
A majority of non-profits actively seek outside funding for their
organizations, traditionally composed of a combination based
on earned income, investment income from endowments, private
sector and corporate contributions, and various grant resources.
In the currently emerging model, these fi nancial mainstays are
evolving into a more complex and interdependent network of
support systems, based on roles of the various backers and the
nature of their assistance. Typically, these roles center on a variety of interaction points at which the specific backers connect
with the non-profit organization; generally grouped into social
support systems, professional support systems, conceptual support systems, and fi nancial support systems.

As the new model evolves, cross-functional connections frequently
emerge between the diverse support systems, which works to
strengthen the overall infrastructure of an organization’s fi nancial structure. As the various constituent groups, staff members,
and the community at large become involved on a personal level,
the communal effort acts as a bonding agent, providing cohesion
between the mission and its supporters. Without this cultural
adhesive, non-profits can be led astray by an unrelenting competition for discretionary donation funds. The critical risk posed to a
nonprofit’s mission is the propensity from within to avoid antagonizing funding sources at any cost; this typically slopes toward a
general tendency to avoid anything perceived as risk. Ultimately,
the best defense for a non-profit mission’s integrity is the intensity
of relationships with a fully engaged base of stakeholders, capable of motivating collaborative and transformational action.
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Appendix : Excluded Information
Business plan elements excluded by request
Ï Information unavailable or yet to be determined

External Environment Analysis
General Environment Analysis; Trends and Implications
Å Demographic
Å Economic
Å Political/Legal
Å Socio-cultural
Å Global
Å Technology

Analysis of Dominant Economic Characteristics
Å Market; size and demographic
Å Life cycle; stage of product or service
Å Rivalry; scope and concentration
Å Differentiation of product or service

Analysis of Changing Market Forces
Å Pace of change
Å Bargaining power; buyers and suppliers
Å Vertical integration
Å Rivalry; substitutes, entry barriers, new entrants

Analysis of Industry
Å Industry defi nition
Å Competition Analysis
Å Customer Analysis

Analysis of Internal Environment
Financial Projections
Situation Analysis
Marketing and Positioning
Marketing Plan Analysis
SWOT Analysis
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Appendix

II: Rental Amenity Comparisons

The Cedars Retreat and Conf. Ctr.
The Portland Art Museum
University Place, PSU
Museum of the Oregon Territory

theatre

Regus - Lake Oswego Center

classroom

Reed College

event rooms

Portland State University

food

Pacific University

lodging

Alton L. Collins Retreat Center

distance

facility rentals

oregon location

seating
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ࡵ

ࡵ

7

150

60

40

ࡵ

ࡵ

54

400

180

—

ࡵ

ࡵ

40

650

315

—

ࡵ

ࡵ

62

750

300

ࡵ

5

150

75

ࡵ

2

30

30

ࡵ

10

150

900

ࡵ

9

90

400

☁ `Ȥ

30

280

Ȥ

20
10

ࡵ

—
—
10

ࡵ

ࡵ

☁ network

☁

Ȥ

☁ `Ȥ
☁ `Ȥ
☁ `Ȥ

`Ȥ

Eagle Creek
Forest Grove
Portland
Portland
Lake Oswego
Oregon City

☁ `Ȥ

Portland
Portland
Oregon City

` conferencing

Ȥ av
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Appendix

III: Competitive Comparisons
oral history

collection

museumMuseum of Oregon Territory

members

museum•history
Oregon Historical Society

lectures

rentals

societies
museums /historical

ࡵ

ࡵ

ࡵ

Extensive

ࡵ

ࡵ

Extensive

library•genealogy
Clackamas Co. Family History Society

Limited

museum
Oregon Trail Interpretive Center

Limited

archive

Oregon State University

university•history
Center for Columbia River History

ࡵ

archive•research
Center for Pacific Northwest Studies

ࡸ

archive
Southern Oregon Historical Society

ࡵ

museum•history
Washington County Historical Society
history The Museum at Warm Springs

ࡵ

history
Washington State Historical Society
history
Benton County Historical Society

ࡵ

ࡵ

Extensive

ࡵ

Extensive Digital
Archive
Extensive

ࡵ

Extensive
Non- circulating

ࡵ

Non-circulating

ࡵ

Non-circulating

ࡵ

Extensive

ࡵ

Medium

museum
Junction City Historical Society

Unknown

museum
Marian County Historical Society

ࡵ

digital archive
Northwest Digital Archives
museum
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
museum The Portland Art Museum

Non-circulating

ࡵ

ࡵ

ࡵ

Extensive regional

ࡵ

Extensive

ࡵ

Extensive

ࡵ yes ࡸ limited

Ø extensive
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WWW Site
Presentation

store

search

interactie

museum•history
Oregon Historical Society

Exhibits / events calendar
/ photos

ࡵ

ࡵ

ࡵ

museumMuseum of Oregon Territory

Current Exhibits / some
photos

library•genealogy
Clackamas Co. Family History Society

Info only / no photos or
exhibits

museum
Oregon Trail Interpretive Center

Exhibit names only / no
photos

archive

Extensive

Ø Ø

university•history
Center for Columbia River History

Collections / oral history /
events calendar / photos

Ø ࡵ

archive•research
Center for Pacific Northwest Studies

Info only

ࡸ

archive
Southern Oregon Historical Society

Exhibits listed / sample
photos

societies
museums /historical

Oregon State Archive

museum•history
Washington County Historical Society
history The Museum at Warm Springs

ࡵ

Exhibits listed / Info only
Exhibits listed / Info only

history
Washington State Historical Society

Extensive

history
Benton County Historical Society

Exhibits listed / Info only

museum
Junction City Historical Society

Info / Limited photos

ࡸ

ࡵ

museum
Marian County Historical Society

Exhibits listed / Info only

ࡸ

ࡵ

digital archive
Northwest Digital Archives

Digital documents / tools

Ø ࡵ

museum
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
museum The Portland Art Museum

ࡵ

ࡵ

Exhibits listed / Info:
numerous resources
Current / future exhibits,
calendar, events, photos

ࡵ yes ࡸ limited

ࡵ

Ø ࡵ

Ø extensive
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http://www.synergos.org/knowledge/philanthropypractices/

HYPERLINK: Partnership Case Studies
http://www.synergos.org/knowledge/partnership/casestudies/

HYPERLINK: Foundation and Philanthropy Case Studies
http://www.synergos.org/knowledge/philanthropycasestudies/

HYPERLINK: Foundation Building and Philanthropy; Tools and Sample Documents
http://www.synergos.org/knowledge/philanthropypractices/tools/

HYPERLINK: Communications and Advocacy
http://www.synergos.org/knowledge/philanthropypractices/communications/

HYPERLINK: The Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy and Non-profit Leadership
http://www.npgoodpractice.org/Sitemap.aspx

HYPERLINK: Foundations and Grantmaking.
http://www.npgoodpractice.org/Foundations/
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